
SEAL & BLUE POINT BIRMAN CAT SHOW 

By Carole Gainsbury - 7th October, 2017 

 

I would like to thank Carol & Ron Pike for the invitation to judge this year, I had 
an enjoyable time, thank you to Evita who was my steward and handled the 
cats with great care. 

 

BLUE POINT BIRMAN KITTEN 14WKS-6MTH MALE.28 

1st Mrs F E Brigliadori & Dr K Robson, Swechinthe Oxfordblue  (SBI a(13c2) 
Blue Point Birman Male Kitten with good Birman type, born13.06.2017.   
Promising  lad with a broad  strong and rounded skull, Medium ears  spaced 
well  apart, medium length nose with  slight dip in profile, almost round good 
blue eyes still developing in depth of colour, wide cheeks tapering towards a  
developing muzzle, level bite and a firm chin.  He has a long body of good 
substance covered by a well prepared soft textured bluish white coat, medium 
blue points colour to mask, just a wee bit brindled under the eyes and 
developing over his forehead with a pleasing colour on the ears, paler points 
colour to her medium thickset legs with a blue coloured bushy tail, white 
gloves appear to be dirty and the left one shorter than the right one, socks are 
white and slope of at the sides, white gauntlets tapering up the hock. I was 
concerned about the area above the top of the gauntlet where their appears to 
be a detached white spot but gave him the benefit of the doubt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

RED,CREAM OR TORTIE POINT BIRMAN KITTEN 14WKS 6MTHS FEMALE.33 

1st Mr M J & Mrs W S Allen, Pendlestar Tisnti Minou  (SBI d (13c5) 
Red Point Birman Female Kitten, born 18.05.2017 with good Birman 
Type. Rounded broad strong skull, medium ears well placed, medium 
length nose, with slight dip with in the profile, almost round good 
blue eyes, full cheeks tapering to wards the muzzle, level bite and a 
firm chin.  She has a long body of good weight and covered by a well 
prepared silken textured creamy white and medium in length coat, 
with bushy tail, red points colour to mask still developing above and 
around the eye.  , White scalloped gloves and appears to just stop 
before the stopper pads, socks even and gauntlets even 

2nd Mr N L & Mrs S Ensor, Kittah Castalia (SBI d (13c5) Red Point 
Birman with good Birman type, born 11.05.2017. Pretty girl with a 
fairly broad  strong rounded skull, medium ears placed well apart, 
medium length nose with slight dip in the profile, almost round good 
blue eyes, good width to cheeks tapering towards her muzzle, level 
bite and a firm chin.  She has a well grown long body covered by a 
cream white soft textured coat with red point’s colour beginning to 
come in on the mask and just beginning to spread above her eyes, 
stronger colour to her ears, paler colour to her medium thickset legs, 
and a bushy tail.  white even gloves and socks, the gauntlets ending 
three quarters up the hock, these are very hard to see hence gave 
benefit of doubt to the gloves too. 

 

 

 



 

 

AV LIMIT KITTEN.108 

1st Mrs F E Brigliadori & Dr K Robson. Shwechinthe Onika (SBI n (13c1), Seal 
Point Birman Female Kitten, born 13.06.2017. Good Birman type with a strong 
broad round skull, medium ears well placed, medium length nose with slight 
dip, almost round good blue eyes developing in colour, full cheeks tapering to 
a strong  firm muzzle, level bite and a firm chin. She has a long body of good 
substance covered by a well prepared pale beige soft in texture coat 
complemented by the seal points colour to mask little brindled around the 
eyes but a good colour on the ears, white whiskers, the bushy tail has slight 
brindled at the base, paler in colour to her medium thickset legs, and short 
strong paws, white even gloves, white socks even across appears to be uneven 
white gauntlets broad at the base tapering three quarters up the hock. 

AV SENIOR NEUTER 127 

1st Mr R & Mrs C A Pike, Caroona Pentakoma (SBI n ( 13c1) Seal 
Birman Female Neuter Adult, born15.07 2013 with good Birman 
Type.  broad strong round skull, medium ears well placed, medium 
length nose with slight dip in profile, almost round good blue eyes, 
full cheeks tapering down to a strong muzzle, level bite and a firm 
chin, long body of good substance covered by a well groomed shady 
coat to her body with rich seal point colour to a full mask, ears, paler 
colour to her thickset medium legs and round large paws with a full 
bushy tail. Pure white even gloves and socks with Pure white 
gauntlets wider at the base tapering up the hock. 

 

 

 



 

 

AV VETERAN NEUTER 128 

1st Mr K P    & Mrs J E Welch, Ch & IGR Pr Ryuichi Adriana(SBI n 
(13c1) Good Seal Point Birman type, born 02.12.2008. Pretty girl with 
a broad strong skull, medium well placed ears, almost round good 
blue eyes, full cheeks tapering to a strong muzzle, level bite and a 
firm chin. She has a well grown long body of good weight covered by 
well prepared light beige soft in texture with some surface shading, 
rich seal points colour to full mask, ears and bushy tail, paler to her 
legs, white gloves are scalloped and short, white socks even and 
gauntlets one is wider at the base the other one and also shorter in 
length tapering up the hock. 

AOC POINT FEMALE 143 

1st w/h 2nd  Mrs A Ivinson Tistanti Laloa Moonkissed (SBI c(13c4) 
Lilac Point Female with nice Birman type, born 13.06.2017. pretty girl 
with a broad round strong skull, medium ears and well placed, 
almost round blue eyes still developing in colour, good width to 
cheeks tapering towards a strong muzzle, level bite and a firm chin.  
She has along body of substance, covered by a well groomed silken 
pale texture coat with delicate lilac points colour to mask developing 
well to ears and bushy tail, paler to her legs, even white gloves one 
seems to have a runner going just below the stopper pad and the 
socks are even and gauntlets tapering three quarter up the hock. 


